GIVE US BACK “NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS” JUST AS "SHE" WAS YESTERDAY!

Alain HAYS - International Consultant: Green Building & Building Heritage (GBBH)

Manifesto for a real restoration-reconstruction of
Notre-Dame de Paris.
Abstract : This manifesto is made in order to convince, at national and international levels,
the public, donors, and leaders to act together for a real restoration-reconstruction of NotreDame de Paris and not for makeshift architectural designs that could be grafted on the famous
disaster-stricken Cathedral. (updated version which includes key quotes from Mr Francesco
Bandarin (ICCROM-UNESCO), the architect Jean Nouvel and Victor Hugo…)
Résumé : Ce manifeste a été réalisé pour sensibiliser la communauté nationale et
internationale, le public, les donateurs et les décideurs, afin d’agir ensemble pour une véritable
restauration-reconstruction de Notre-Dame de Paris et non favoriser un projet contemporain
greffé gratuitement sur la célèbre cathédrale gravement endommagée par le terrible incendie
du 15 avril 2019.(Version augmentée avec d’importantes citations de M. Francesco Bandarin
(ICCROM-UNESCO), de l’architecte Jean Nouvel et de Victor Hugo…)
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If you require a high-resolution version of this poster for printing in big size
(9258 x 9258 pix / 27.9 Mo), click on the picture or the above link and
download it from Wikimedia.
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PAST AND MODERNITY ALLIANCE OR CONFLICT
Our vision is not a conservative point of view against modernity. If we cannot
fail to admire the Ieoh Ming Pei’s Pyramid which is a successful architectural
project for the Louvre Museum, we have to observe that this remarkable modern
Pyramid was not grafted onto the building but built harmoniously in the museum
courtyard. In the case of Notre-Dame, this is not an issue of architectural
projects to improve the square of the cathedral, but an issue of restorationreconstruction into the heart of the disaster-stricken monument.
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THREE OBJECTIVES
This manifesto 'Give us back "Notre-Dame de Paris" just as "She" was yesterday' has three
main objectives:

1. Respecting UNESCO World Heritage
Firstly, to support serious restoration-construction initiatives, taking into account that NotreDame de Paris is classified as UNESCO World Heritage. Therefore all its architectural
components, before the fire, are part of this prestigious human legacy. This is particularly the
case of the iconic Viollet-le-Duc-designed spire.
This is also the opinion of Mr. Francesco Bandarin1 who confirms that the additions made in
the nineteenth century form part of the World Heritage. Francesco Bandarin also
appropriately redefines what should be an "architectural gesture", if needed, as part of a
genuine restoration-reconstruction.

The cathedral’s 19th-century additions are as much part of its history as
its Gothic vaults.
Notre Dame is thus on the World Heritage List not only because of the
grandeur of its Gothic architectural design, but also the historical
importance of the 19th-century interventions, including the roof and the
spire, the most innovative and visible parts of work Viollet-le-Duc’s work.
All this, therefore, needs to be reconstructed today, making use, of
course, of modern techniques and technologies that will render the
building more resilient and secure.
Does this exclude a contemporary "architectural gesture"? No, of
course not. The great restoration will in itself be an "architectural
gesture", one of the most complex imaginable, even though less eyecatching than the virtuosity we have come to expect from contemporary
architecture. The "contemporaneity" of this gesture will lie in its
construction techniques and monitoring technologies, rather than the
visible forms of the building.
Francesco Bandarin, Notre-Dame should be rebuilt as it was,
The Art Newspaper, 30 Avril 2019. (T.D.A.)

1

Francesco Bandarin : Former director of UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre ant Assistant Director-General
for Culture of UNESCO ; Special Advisor to the Director-General of ICCROM.
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It makes also sense to recall here important words from the famous architect Jean Nouvel.
I think that, here, we have to be more Gothic than ever…

"The more important for great heritages is to preserve their emotional power.
Obviously, Notre-Dame de Paris is also an example of sedimentation, different restorations
have occurred over time, but our historical judgment also relays on the quality of this
sedimentation and on epochs that make up this building”, he says. "It's a question of
architectural and cultural ethics, and if we consider the value of this heritage as vital, in my
opinion, we should seek not to change it too much” […] Jean Nouvel also praised the work
of his distant predecessor: Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, architect who headed the restoration of
Notre-Dame de Paris in the 19th century, and designer of the spire which was destroyed
by fire on April 15 . “The major expert on Gothic architecture is Viollet-le-Duc”, he
assures. "He gave us extraordinary legacies, especially this spire. » Jean Nouvel said,
sweeping aside those who criticize this spire as an alien to the medieval structure of the
cathedral, and therefore insignificant. "I would not redraw the spire", he adds, without
saying more.” ( Le Grand Rendez-vous : avec Jean Nouvel », EUROPE 1/ CNews/ Les Échos,
2019-5-26.)
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2. Respecting the Victor Hugo and Viollet-le-Duc's
World-Renowned Work
Secondly, to remember that the sublime “gothic” state of Notre-Dame de Paris, known by all
our contemporaries, is the work from an exceptional meeting of two geniuses: Victor Hugo
and Viollet-le-Duc and the result of their commitment in the 19th century for its restorationreconstruction. It is due largely to their deserving efforts and remarkable arts that “NotreDame de Paris” is so famous in the whole world. (See also my article written (in French) within
hours of the disaster occurring: “Notre-Dame c’est Notre-Peuple”.)

“The nineteenth century could be called the first wave of medievalism, with
people like Walter Scott who deployed a lot of efforts to create this “Middle Ages”.
[...] "When we talk about Notre-Dame for example, we are thinking more of Victor
Hugo’s Notre-Dame than Notre-Dame of the 12th or 13th century. We are in a reimagination of the Middle Ages in the 19th century […]”
William Blanc (medieval historian). To find the Middle Ages by the legend.
Le cours de l’histoire by Xavier Mauduit, France Culture, 2019-09-18

“Fashions have wrought more harm than revolutions. They have cut to the quick;
they have attacked the very bone and framework of art; they have cut, slashed,
disorganized, killed the edifice, in form as in the symbol, in its consistency as well as in
its beauty. […] This central mother church is, among the ancient churches of Paris, a
sort of chimera; it has the head of one, the limbs of another, the haunches of another,
something of all. […] The man, the artist, the individual, is effaced in these great
masses, which lack the name of their author; human intelligence is their summed up
and totalized. Time is the architect, the people is the builder.”
Victor Hugo, The Hunchback of Notre Dame. book third, Paris, 1831.
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3. Respecting the Medieval Art of Stone and Wood
Thirdly, to highlight an important architectural aspect: Notre-Dame is an exceptional
testimony of the “ART of STONE and WOOD”.
NOTRE-DAME, an Outstanding Fine ART in STONE & WOOD
 An art that dates back to the Middle Ages. Its oak medieval roof frame, named “the
forest”, was completely destroyed by the fire.
-

Together, let us “replant” this “forest”!

 An art magnified, in the 19th century, by the Viollet-le-Duc’s spire, which has also
unfortunately burned. His masterpiece, his legendary spire, will be metamorphosed
before the eyes of the whole world into this unforgettable and sublime celestial torch
that will paradoxically convert the Notre-Dame de Paris’s spire into an icon of its
own universality.
-

Together, let us rebuilt this priceless spire!
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GIVE US BACK ‘NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS’ JUST AS ‘SHE’
WAS YESTERDAY!

Notre-Dame, c’est Notre-Peuple.
C’est le génie d’Hugo au siècle des Misérables.
C’est l’art de Viollet-le-Duc à l’esprit d’Hugo,
Bâtisseur inspiré de sa splendide flèche.
La voilà qui s’enflamme, se consume et s’effondre,
Sous les regards effarés de l’humanité toute entière.
Rendez-nous « Notre-Dame de Paris » comme elle était hier !
C’est l’âme partagée des peuples sans frontière.
Et ce soir Victor pleure au bord de la Seine…
(Alain Hays, un maudit lundi 15 avril de l’an 2019).

Otherwise, I highly recommend the well-documented Notre-Dame de Paris website of Mr.
Pascal Jacob.
“RESTAURONS NOTRE-DAME”.
On the occasion of the formal launching of the association “Restaurons Notre-Dame”, on 24
october 2019, in the City hall of the 4th District of Paris, I made this updated and enlarged
version of my manifesto « Give us back « Notre-Dame de paris » as she was yesterday ! ».
This new institution which is on Mr Pascal Jacob’s initiative, advocates for a genuine
restoration-reconstruction of Notre-Dame de Paris which has to respect the UNESCO World
Heritage. (see the press kit )
“RESTAURONS NOTRE-DAME” is sponsored by
YANN ARTHUS BERTRAND
( renowned worldwide as environmentalist, activist, journalist and photographer)
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The author had the honor, as member, to participate in the official presentation of the association
« Restaurons Notre-Dame » which took place on Thursday, October 4, 2019 at the town hall of the
4th district of Paris, which is the Notre-Dame’s district.

See : PRESS KIT
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#NotreDamefire#NotreDamedeParis#monumentsofParis#VictorHugo#VictorHugoNotreDam
edeParis#ViolletleDuc#Worldheritage#UNESCO#RestauronsNotreDame
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